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Renewable energy is the termusedto describe energy that comes from sources whose
supplies are regenerative and virtually in exhaustible. Among these sources are
sunshine, wind, water, vegetation and the heat of the earth. A project involving
renewable energy, specifying in wind energy system hasbeen entitled. The scope of
this project may cover understanding the theory of wind energy resources and the
working principles of wind turbines, applies the theory into practical and study the
variety of wind turbines available, investigate and make a design comparison for the
bestpower output; efficiency. The aim is to come out with a design which practical,
high efficiency and low dependency on air flow. Based on these criteria, Tesla
Turbine has been chosen. During this project several methodshave been carried out
in completing the task; consists by doingliterature review and calculations. The final
outcome combine typical Tesla Turbine with another part that functioning as to
maximize the air flow before entering the turbine. This element may know as the
wind-catchment area whichapplies the theory of temperature difference. The sun will
heat up the air inside the catchment area, and the difference will result in high
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
This project is dealing with renewable energy system that uses wind power as the
source. However the scope has been narrowed down to study only the vertical-axis
machine. After being through a lot of discussion and considering many alternatives,
the design has been divided into two related parts. Pondering on a few important
factors like, practicality, efficiency and realism; the first part is the design and
construction ofTesla turbine and second is thetesting. This project hascontinued for
two semesters; giving an opportunity to develop a design with better performance.
Based on the literature survey and experimental results, enhanced performance has
been attempted.
1.1 Background of Study
Renewable energy includes all sources of energy that are captured from on-going
natural processes, such as solar power, water flow in streams (hydro power), biomass,
bio-diesel, geothermal heat flow andwindpower.
In the Asian-Pacific region, Southeast Asia is, as a whole, an energy surplus region
with a variety of energy resources. This region is pioneering the application of, and
trade in, renewable energy equipment. Partly because countries such as, Indonesia,
Philippines, Thailand andMalaysia have been at the forefront of some of the region's
effort to develop both the technology andthe markets for the products under review,
also their potential as producers, users and traders.
Renewable energy resources may be used directly, or used to create other more
convenient forms of energy. Examples of indirect use which require energy
harvesting are electricity generation through wind turbines. A wind turbine or wind
generator is a device for converting wind power to mechanical rotation with a low
velocity turbine designed for compressible fluids (air).
Like almost all other forms of renewable energy sources, wind energy also comes
from the Sun. About 1to3 percent ofthe energy from the Sun is converted into wind
energy. Most ofthis wind energy isat high altitudes where continuous wind speeds of
over 44.48 m/s (100 mph) are common. Eventually, the wind energy is converted
through friction into diffuse heat all through the earth's surface and atmosphere [10].
In the process of wind generation, sunlight heats different parts of the earth surface
differently. Land isheated more quickly during the day (and cools faster during the
night) than the sea, and areas near the equator are heated more than areas near the
poles. The heated surface heats the air above it, which rises toabout 10 km (6 miles)
altitude (the top ofthe troposphere) and then spreads outtocooler areas where it fells.
This convection system is what drives the earth's winds. The change of seasons, the
spin of the earth, and the friction of wind over mountainous areas are some of the
manyfactorswhich complicate the flow ofwind over the surface.
Atpresent, the use of wind turbines in Malaysia is negligible. The potential of wind
systems for rural areas could be viable option for mechanical energy applications
such aswater pumping and toproduce low power electricity inrural areas ontheeast
coast of West Malaysia and in some areas of Sabah and Sarawak. Typical demands
and applications for wind energy systems in Southeast Asia per unit are presented in
Table land Table2 [1].













Communications Educational, TV, rural 0.1-0.4
telephones, radio
transmitters
Table 2 Typical Applications of Wind Turbines







Battery charging for lighting andcommunications
in remote locations
Multi-battery charging and communications
Heating andmulti-electrical uses, probably with
somebatterystorage
Stand-alone electricity generation for
communities (small villages)
Grid connection, export andsale ofoutput to grid
company
The wind currents from the Indian Ocean and the Pacific Ocean are affected by the
surrounding land mass. Consequently, high wind velocities in West Malaysia are rare.
The general wind direction through the land mass is in a northeast or southwest
direction. The air streams and prevailing surface winds create a pattern of four
seasons per year: the north-east monsoon (November-March) and the south-west
monsoon (June-October), which are separated by two intermonsoon dry spells. The
winds are stronger and more regular during the traditional dry periods (Table 3) [1].
Table 3 Annual Wind Speed andWind Power in West Malaysia
Name of Altitude (m) Annualmean No. of years Annual mean
station wind speed observation windpower
(m/s) (W/m2)
Penang 2.8 1.66 16 1.90
Malacca 8.5 1.61 16 2.21
A.Setar 3.9 1.05 16 0.50
Sitiawan XO" 1.44 16 1.14
Mersing 43J 3/14 "l6 15.09
Kuantan 15.3 L84 16 2.76
KTerengganu 35l 2.64 16 7.53
K.Bharu 4.6 1.63 16 2.00
Ipoh 39.0 1,80 16 2.13
C.Highlands 1471.6 1.58 16 1.65
PJaya 45.7 1.07 14 0.48
Subang 16.5 1.05 16 0.46
J.Bahru 37.8 1.44 16 1.48
Kluang 88.1 2.08 12 5.21
Temerloh 39.1 0.52 7 0.06
Chuping 21.7 0.99 6 0.88
Wind data was collected at five stations (Mersing, Kuala Terengganu, Alor Setar,
Petaling Jaya andMalacca) in Malaysia from 1982 to 1991. The results indicate that
the station at Mersing has the greatest potential with a mean power density of85.61
W/m at 10 meters above sea level. In the month ofJanuary, the mean power density
increases to 119.7 W/m2 due to the monsoon season. However, the wind direction for
Mersing is not consistent, especially during November through March. In addition,
the wind direction ismuch more stable and consistent during the middle ofthe year.
Consistent wind directions can be found at the other stations, Kuala Terengganu
being the best of four. Most ofthe wind data stations are at airports ornear the coast,
where land andseabreezes caninfluence thewind regime [1].
Wind turbines can be separated into two general types based on the axis about which
the turbine rotates, which are, horizontal-axis and vertical-axis. Horizontal axis
windmills have themain rotor shaft and generator at the top of a tower, and must be
pointed into the wind by some means. While, Vertical axis windmills have the main
rotor shaft running vertically. The main advantages of this arrangement are the
location ofthegenerator and/or transmission at thebottom, onornear the ground, and
the lack of a pointing mechanism. But, in this project, focus on another type of wind
turbine, which definitely applies different working principle from types mentioned
before, is Tesla Turbine.
The Tesla Turbine is a bladeless turbine design patented by Nikola Tesla in 1913. It is
referred to as a bladeless turbinebecause it utilizes the boundary layer effect and not
by a fluid impacting the blades in a conventional turbine. The Tesla Turbine is also
known as the Prandtl layer turbine (after Ludwig Prandtl), boundary layer turbine,
cohesion-type turbine, and bladeless turbine [11].
A Tesla Turbine consists of a set of smooth disks, with nozzles applying a moving air
to the edge of the disk. The air will drag on the disk by means of viscosity and the
adhesion of the surface layer of the air. As the air slows, it adds energy to the disks; it
spirals in to the center exhaust. Since the rotor has no projections, the rotor is very
sturdy [12].
1.2 Problem Statement
Renewable energy sources are fimdamentally different from fossil fuel or nuclear
power plants because of their widespread occurrence and abundance - the Sun will
'power' these 'power plants' (meaning sunlight, the wind, flowing water, etc.) for the
next four billion years.
Historically, low fossil fuel prices, especially for natural gas, have made growth
difficult for renewable fuels. The deregulation and restructuring of the electric power
industry could have a major impact on renewable energy consumption. Demands for
cheaper power in the short term would likely decrease demand for renewable energy,
while preferences for renewable included in some versions of proposed electricity
restructuring legislation would breathe new life into this industry.
It is hard to imagine an energy source more kind to the environment than wind power;
it produces no air or water pollution, involves no toxic or hazardous substances (other
than those commonly found in large machines), and poses no threat to public safety.
And yet a serious obstacle facing the wind industry is public opposition reflecting
concern over the visibilityand noise ofwind turbines, and their impacts on wilderness
areas.
Yet, there is resistance to the establishment of wind farms owing initially to
perceptions they are noisyand contribute to 'visual pollution'.
There are few other weaknesses thatareaimed to overcome in thisproject. They are:
• Dependency on the airflow. The windturbine should boastcertain velocity to
start working, as what happens within Horizontal axis wind turbine. Unlike
HAWT, Vertical axis wind turbine is not self starting; the torque fluctuates
with each revolution as the blades move into and away from the wind; and
speed regulation in high wind can be difficult. However, basically if the
acceleration is higher, more energy is produced.
• Betz Law. According to the BetzLaw, anywind turbine can onlyconvert less
than 16/27 (or 59%) of the kinetic energy in the wind to mechanical energy.
Compared both types of wind turbine, HAWT are more common and highly
developed than VAWT, and this includes the fact which HAWT have better
performance withhigher efficiency.
• Potential in Southeast Asia. In Southeast Asia, wind energy systems have
been utilized for water pumping for decades. Yet, with a wind regime less
than5 m/s (most of the time), windenergy projects havenot beensuccessful.
Based on these resistances, theory, mathematical modeling and principle learned
throughout this project will be appliedto overcome the limitation, and come out with
a betterdesign. The target is to come out with a design which has higher efficiency
compared with others and practical to be applied in 'not-really-windy-country', such
as in Southeast Asia region. Forquitea longtime, wind energy known to be involved
in water pumping, with the new idea proposed later, the application shall be widen,
for household, communicationsor maybe commercial use.
1.3 Objective and Scope of Study
The objectives of this project are:
• To appreciate the differences between a variety ofwind turbine.
• To understand the underlying principles of wind turbines (mechanics and
aerodynamics).
• To relatethe performance of the systems withthe theorem of Betzlimit.
• To understand the meaning ofthekey parameters related to the operation ofa
wind turbine.
• Carry outsimple calculation from thekey parameters.




• Less dependent on air flow rate.
Scope of study will cover following areas.
• Understanding the theory ofwind energy resources and the working principles
ofwind turbines.
• Apply thetheory into practical viamodel making.
• Study the variety of wind turbines available, investigate and make a design
comparison for the bestpower output; efficiency.
• Recommend new design ortechniques and apply if possible.
CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW AND THEORY
Windpower has been used for several hundredyears. It was originallyused via large
sail-blade windmills with slow-moving blades. These large mills usually either
pumped water or powered small mills. Newer windmills featured smaller, faster-
turning, more compactunits with more blades. These were mostly used for pumping
water from wells. Recent years have seen the rapid development of wind generation
farms by mainstream power companies, using a new generation of large, high wind
turbineswith two or three immense and relatively slow-moving blades.
2.1 Wind Extraction
The power in the wind can be extractedby acting on a movingwing (or rotor), which
converts some of that power into torque on the rotor. The amount of power
transferred depends on the wind speed, the sweptarea, and the densityofthe air.
The mass flow of air that travels through the swept area ofa wind turbine varies with
the wind speed and air density. The kinetic energy of a given mass varies with the
square of its velocity. Because the mass flow increases with the wind speed, the wind
energy available to a wind turbine increases as the cube of the wind speed.
2.2 Betz Law
A German physicist, Albert Betz, determined in 1919 that a wind turbine can extract
at most 59% of the energy that would otherwise flow through the turbine's cross
section. The Betz limit applies regardless of the design of the turbine. More recent
work by Gorlov shows a limit of about 30% for propeller-type turbines. Actual
efficiencies range from 10% to 20% for propeller-type turbines, and are as high as
35% for three-dimensional vertical-axis turbines like Darrieus or Gorlov Turbines [2].
Betz prove that a wind turbine would not extract more than 59% of this available
power. Instead of looking at how much torque/power cana rotor produce, Betz looks
at how fast the wind can lose its energy to wind turbine [3]. Due to the feet that the
wind turbine retards wind far before it reaches the rotor, the flow rate of the wind
across the wind turbine will be lowered if the turbine retards the wind too much m
order to extractmaximum energy. In another word, the turbinecan extract off all the
energy in the wind but at a slow rate. To optimize the rate of energy extraction, the
energyextractionmust not be too highso that a goodflow rate can be achieved.
2.3 Power of the Wind: Cube ofWind Speed
The wind speed is extremely important for the amount of energy a wind turbine can
convert to electricity. The energy content of the wind varies with the cube (the third
power) of the average wind speed [3]. Inwind turbine case, the energy from braking
the wind being used, and if the wind speed is double, it will result as twice as many
slices of wind moving through the rotor every second, and each of those slices
contains four timesas muchenergy.
The power of thewind passing perpendicularly through a circular area is:
Where P = the powerof the wind(Watt)
F=the density ofdry air -1.225 measured inkg/m3 (kilograms per
cubic meter, at average atmospheric pressure at sea levelat 15°C)
v = the velocityof the wind (metersper second)
A= the swept area (meter square)
2.4 Practical Power Extractable from the Wind
2.4.1 Axialthrust (pressure)
The action of the wind onto the rotating propeller creates a pressure force acting
along the shaft, called the thrust, which can be shown to have the value
Axial thrust = - pA V* 1
Where F=the density ofdry air =1.225 measured in kg/m3 (kilograms per
cubic meter, at average atmospheric pressure at sealevel at 15°C)
A = the sweptarea (meter square)
K = the velocity of the wind(metes per second)
V2=the velocity ofthewind acts onto the rotating propeller (meters per
second)
The axial thrust acts to tryand topple the turbine butis countered bythefoundation of
the structure.
2.4.2 Solidityfactor
The solidity factor is defined asthe total blade area of the rotor divided by the swept
area normal to the wind. Turbines with high solidity usually suffer from a large
degreeof aerodynamic interference between the bladeswhich results in low valuesof
bothtip speedratioand power coefficient.
Wind turbines ofhigh solidity usually operate at low rotational speeds buthave high
starting torques. They are used for direct mechanical applications such as water
pumping but are not suitable for driving electric generators. For the purpose of
electricity generation it is usualto use low soliditymachines.
2.4.3 Shaft torque andpower
Most wind energy systems are used to generate electricity. The wind turbine is
usually coupled to the electric generator directiy, as in Figure 1, or via a gearbox to
step-up the generator shaft speed, as in Figure 2 [4]. For this reason the generator is
invariably mounted at the top of the supporting tower, along with the turbine and
gearbox. Electriccables run down the tower to connect the generator to its electrical
load (e.g. lighting, electric motors, battery charges) on the ground below. Thewindas
a power source is attractive because it does not impose an extra heat burden on the
environment like the heat worksystems involving fossil or nuclear fuels. The torque,
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speed andpower of a rotating shaftare related bythe relationship
P = ra
If the power is in watts, then torque T is in newton-metres (Nm) and the angular





Where r, = torque for the load (newton meters)
tg = torque forthegenerator (newton meters)
Pa = powerextractedfromthe wind (watts)
Pg = power from thegenerator (watts)
ml - angularspeedof rotationfor the load (radians per second)
wg - angular speed ofrotation for the generator (radius per second)
Pw and Pc from Figure 1 and Figure 2 means power from the wind and power















Figure 2 Relation of power, torque and angular speed of rotation between
gearbox, generator and load
Considerable torsional stress is imposed on the shaft due to the rotational forces on




Where /, - torsional shearstress
rr - torque (Nm)
J = areamoment of inertia (m4)
Fora solidcylindrical shaftof radius r0, J is given by
2
Combining the equation of fs and J gives an expression for the shear stress at the
surface ofa solid-cylindricalshaft ofradius.
Figure 3 Cylindrical shaft
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2.5 Reynolds Number
The Reynolds number is the most important dimensionless number influid dynamics.
Where two similar objects in perhaps different fluids with possibly different flow
rates have similar fluid flow around them, they are said to be dynamically similar.





Where vs = meanfluid velocity
L- characteristic length (equal to diameter 2r if a cross-section iscircular)
u. = (absolute) dynamic fluid viscosity
v = kinematic fluid viscosity: v = u, / p
p = fluid density
The Reynolds number is the ratio ofinertial forces (v#)toviscous forces (ju/L) and is
used for determining whether a flow will be laminar or turbulent. In Tesla Turbine,
Laminar flow is important. However, small amount of Turbulent flow can be
accepted [11]. Laminar flow occurs at low Reynolds numbers, where viscous forces
are dominant, and is characterized by smooth, constant fluid motion, while turbulent
flow, on the other hand, occurs at high Reynolds numbers and is dominated by
inertial forces, producing random eddies, vortices andotherflow fluctuations.
The transition between laminar and turbulent flow is often indicated by a critical
Reynolds number (Re), which depends on the exact flow configuration and must be
determined experimentally. Within a certain range around this point there is a region
of gradual transition where the flow is neither fully laminar nor fully turbulent, and
predictions offluid behavior can be difficult.
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2.5.1 Turbulentflow
Turbulent flow isa flow regime characterized by low momentum diffusion, high
momentum convection, andrapid variation ofpressure andvelocity in space and
time. Flow that isnotturbulent is called laminar flow. The Reynolds number
characterizes whether flow conditions lead to laminar or turbulent flow.
In turbulent flow, unsteady vortices appear on many scales and interact with each
other. Drag due to boundary layer skin fiiction increases. The structure and location
of boundary layer separation often changes, sometimes resulting in a reduction of
overall drag. Because laminar-turbulent transition is governed by Reynolds number,
the same transition occurs if the size of the object is gradually increased, or die
viscosity ofthe fluid isdecreased, orif the density ofthe fluid is increased [8].
2.5.2 Laminarflow
Laminar flow is when a fluid flows inparallel layers, with no disruption between the
layers. In fluid dynamics, laminar flow is a flow regime characterized by high
momentum diffusion, low momentum convection, and pressure and velocity
independence from time. It is the opposite ofturbulent flow.
The process of a laminar boundary layer becoming turbulent is known as boundary
layer transition. The point at which the boundary layer changes from laminar to
turbulent is called the transition point. Where the boundary layer becomes turbulent,
drag due to skin friction is relatively high. As speed increases, the transition point
tends to move forward. As theangle of attack increases, the transition point also tends
to move forward [8].
2.6 Tesla Turbine
Tesla Turbine is an efficient self-starting prime mover which may be operated as a
steam or mixed fluid turbine, without changes in construction and is on this account
very convenient. Minor departures from the original shape have been attempted to
improve efficiency. It will be found highly profitable to the owners of the steam
plants to use TeslaTurbine withsome modification of their old installation. However,
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the best economic results in getting power from steam by the Tesla Turbine will be
obtained in plants especially adapted forthepurpose [12].
*SMft
Figure 4 The Tesla Turbine
2.6.1 Thedesign
This construction permits free expansion and contraction of each plate individually
under the varying influence of heat and centrifiigal force and possesses a number of
other advantages which are of considerable practical unimportance. A larger active
plateareaandconsequently morepowerare obtained for a given width, this improves
efficiency. Warping is virtually eliminated and smaller side clearances may be used
which result in diminished leakage and friction losses. The rotor is betteradapted for
dynamic balancing and through rubbing friction resists disturbing influences thereby
ensuring quieter running. For this reason and also because the discs are not rigidly








Figure 5 Tesla Turbine design
The boundary layer is the layer of fluid in the immediate vicinity of a bounding
surface. In theatmosphere the boundary layer is the air layer nearthe ground affected
bydiurnal heat, moisture ormomentum transfer to or from the surface. The Boundary
layer effect occurs at the field region in which all changes occur in the flow pattern.





Where n - viscosityof the fluid
v - velocity ofthe fluid
A = area ofthe disks
/ = separation between the disks
The boundary layer is particularly important in aerodynamics because it is
responsible for a considerable amount of drag. In high-performance designs, much
attention is paid to controlling the behavior of the boundary layer to minimize drag.
Two effects need to be considered. First, the boundary layer adds to the effective
thickness of the body, hence increasing the pressure drag. Second, the shear forces at
the surfaceof the wingcreate skin friction drag [11].
A Tesla Turbine differs from a conventional turbine only in mechanism used to
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transfer energy to the blades. Various analyses show that the flow rate between the
disks must be kept relatively low to maintain efficiency. This translates to needing to
grow the number of disks as the flow rate increases. In addition, the disks need to be
as thin as possible at the edges so as not to introduce turbulence as the fluid leaves the
disks.
2.6.2 Efficiency
In Tesla's time, the efficiency of conventional turbines was low because the
aerodynamic theory to proper blade design at all did not exist and the engineering
materials of thetime put severe limitations onoperating speeds andtemperatures. The
efficiency of a conventional turbine is related to the difference in temperature
between the intake and the exhaust. This requires that the materials usedto construct
it be able to withstand veryhightemperatures forreasonable efficiency.
Tesla's design sidestepped the key drawbacks of the bladed turbine, but does suffer
from other problems such as shear losses and flow restrictions. Tesla Turbine's
advantages He in the relatively low flow rate and small applications. Maximum
efficiency comes in this system when the inter-disk spacing approximates the
thickness of the boundary layer, and since boundary layerthickness is dependent on
viscosity and pressure, the claim that a single design can be used efficiently for a
varietyoffuels and fluids is incorrect[11].
Interestingly, the efficiency of the Tesla Turbine goes down with increased load.
(Under light load, the spiral takenby the fluid moving from the intake to the exhaust
is a tightspiral, undergoing manyrotations. Underload,the number of rotations drops
and the spiral becomes progressively shorter. This increases the shear losses and
reduces the efficiency).
A claim of 95% rotor efficiency (as opposed to overall device efficiency) for this
designwas publishedin 1991 by ProfessorWarrenRice [11]. Rice conducted a bulk-
parameter analysis of model laminar flow in multiple disk turbines. This analysis
ignored inlet and outlet losses. Tesla claimed 98% overall efficiency and Rice
attempted to re-create Tesla's experiments. Rice did not perform his tests on a pump
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built strictlyin line with the Tesla's patenteddesign.
Rice's experimental system was a single stage version of the Tesla Turbine. It also
used air as the working fluid. Its system was not a Tesla multiple staged turbine nor
did it possess Tesla's nozzle design. It's test turbines, as published in his papers,
produced an overall measured efficiency of 36% to 41% (modern multiple stage
bladed turbines typically reach 60% - 70% efficiency).He suggests a maximum fluid
powerefficiency of approximately 65% for boundarylayer turbinesmay be likely.
2.7 Local Winds
For a weather observer, local controls of air movement may present more problems.
Diurnaltendencies are superimposed uponboth the large and the small scale patterns
of wind velocity. These are particularly noticeable in the case of local winds. Under
normal conditions, wind velocities tend to be least about dawn when there is little
vertical thermal mixing and the lower air is less affected by the velocity ofthe air loft.
Conversely, velocities of some local winds are greatest around 13:00to 14:00hours,
when the air is most subject to terrestrial heating and vertical motion, thereby
enabling coupling to the upper-air movement. Air always moves more freely away
from the surface, because it is not subject to the retarding effects of friction and
obstruction [6j.
Air motion is described by its horizontal and vertical components: the latter is much
smaller than the horizontal velocities. Horizontal motions compensate for vertical
imbalances between gravitational acceleration and vertical pressure gradient. The
horizontal pressure gradient, the earth's rotational effect (Coriolis force), and the
curvature of the isobars (centripetal acceleration) determine horizontal wind velocity.
All three factors are accounted for in the gradient wind equation, but this can be
approximated in large-scale followed by the geostrophic wind relationship. Below
1500m,the wind speed and direction are affected by surface friction [5].
Local winds occur as a result of diurnally varying thermal differences setting up local
pressure gradients (mountain-valley winds and land-sea breezes) or due to the effect
of a topographic barrier on airflow crossing it. In most locations there is a
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characteristic pattern of wind velocity over the year. Although there may be
significant variations ofwind on a daily (sometimes hourly) basis, with regard to both
magnitude and direction, the annual features are fairly consistent. The wind speed
increases greatly at higher heights. Wind speeds are defined in terms of the Beaufort
Scale [5].
Table 4 Beaufort Scale ofWind Velocities
Description of Wind Observation Speed, m/s
Calm Smoke rises vertically. 0-0.4
Light air Smoke drifts slowly. 0.4-1.3
Light breeze Wind felt on the face. Leaves rustle. 1.8-3.1
Gentle breeze Leaves and small twigs in constant motion. Flags
or streamers extend.
3.6-5.4
Moderate breeze Raises dust. Small branches move. 5.8-8.0
Fresh breeze Small trees begin to sway. 8.5-10.7
Strongbreeze Large branches in motion. Umbrellas difficult to
hold.
11.1-13.8
Moderate gale Whole trees in motion. 14.3-17.0
Fresh gale Breakstwigs off trees. Difficultto walk. 17.4-20.6
Strong gale Slight structural damage to roofs and signs
possible.
21.0-24.1
Full gale Trees uprooted. Considerable structural damage
occurs.
24.6-28.2
Storm Widespread damage. 28.6-32.2
Wind regime in Malaysia generally is weak and always changing in direction
periodically. There are four seasons to be considered, which are South-westmonsoon,
North-east monsoon and two monsoon transformation seasons that are shorter. South
west monsoon happened during second-halfof the month ofMay/ early Juneuntil the
end of September. In general, the wind flows from south-west and very weak, usually
below 7.7 m/s. North-east monsoon begins early November and ends in March. The
wind flows from east or north-east with speed 5.1 m/s - 10.3 m/s. States in east of
West Malaysia is highly affected, the speed which sometimes can be up to 15.4 m/s.
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During monsoon transformation seasons, wind is usually weak and the direction is
always changing. From April to November, in which, hurricane always formed in
west pacific and move towards west through Philippines, south-west wind in Sabah
coastline and Sarawakbecome stronger at 10.3 m/s and above.
As a country surrounded by the sea, the effect of land-sea breezes on the wind regime
is great especially during hot day. Land-sea breeze with the speed of 5.1 m/s - 15.4
m/s usually happens in the afternoon, and can reach to 10.3 m/s or more in rural area.
During the night, the process change, where weaker land-sea breeze can be
experienced along the beach area. Maximum wind speed with the average data
collected so far is 3.1 m/s. Mersing, Johor and Kuching, Sarawak have been stated
with the highest wind flows of41.7 m/s on 15th September 1992 [13].
2.8 Turbine Installation
As a generalrule, wind turbinesare practical where the averagewind speed is greater
than 5.5 m/s [10]. When wind turbines are located in broad flat areas (e.g. over
water), large-scale wind maps may be useful. For smaller installations in hilly areas,
the precise location of the windturbine cangreatly affectitsproductivity.
Large installations will often install anemometers for a year or two before installing
turbines, to get a more precise local map of the winds. For smaller installations where
such data collection is too expensive, the normal way of prospecting for wind-power
sites is to look for trees or vegetation that is permanently "cast" or deformed by the
prevailing winds. Another way is to use a wind-speed survey map or historical data
from a nearby meteorological station, although this is less reliable.
The wind blows faster at higher altitudes because of the drag of the ground and the
viscosity of the air. The variation in velocity, called wind shear is most dramatic near
the ground. Typically, the variation follows the l/7th power law, which predicts that
wind velocity rises proportionally to the seventh root of altitude. Doubling the
altitude of a turbine increases the expected velocity by 10% and the expected power
by 34%. In typical land-based installations, a tower lifting the bottom of the turbine
30 meterswillpay for itself by placingthe turbinein fasterair [10].
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2.8.1 Roughness
High above ground level, at a height of about 1 kilometer, the wind is hardly
influenced by the surface of the earth at all. In the lower layers of the atmosphere,
however, wind speeds are affected by the friction against the surface of the earth. In
the wind industry one distinguishes between the roughness of the terrain, the
influence from obstacles, and the influence from the terrain contours, which is also
called the orographyof the area.
In general, the more pronounced the roughness of the earth's surface, the more the
wind will be slowed down. Forests and large cities obviously slow the wind down
considerably, while concrete runways in airports will only slow the wind down a
little. Water surfaces are even smoother than concrete runways, and will have even
less influenceon the wind,while long grassand shrubsand bushes will slowthe wind
down considerably.
In the wind industry, people usuallyrefer to roughness classes or roughness lengths,
when theyevaluate wind conditions in a landscape. A highroughness class of 3 to 4
refers to landscapes with many trees and buildings, while a sea surface is in
roughness class 0. Concrete runways in airports are in roughness class 0.5. The same
applies to the flat, open landscape to the left which has been grazed by sheep. The
proper definition of roughness classes and roughness lengths may be found in the
Reference Manual in Appendix A [4]. The term roughness length is really the
distance abovegroundlevelwhere the wind speedtheoretically shouldbe zero.
2.8.2 Wind shearformula
The fact that the windprofile is twisted towards a lower speedas it moves closerto
ground level is usually called wind shear. Wind shear may also be important when





Where v - wind speed at height z above ground level.
v „r= reference speed, i.e. a wind speed we already know at height z *.
ln(...) is the natural logarithm function.
z = height above ground level for the desired velocity, v.
z o = roughness length in the current wind direction.
(Roughnesslengths may be found in the Appendix A)
z ref =referenceheight, i.e. the heightwherewe know the exactwind speed
vrof.
2.9 Pros and Cons ofWind-Generated Electrical Power
Some advantages and disadvantages of the use of wind power are summarized in
table below, for convenience of references. There is no clear-cut and explicit
overriding feature whichdominates the issue, above ail others. Moreover, the weight
that one might care to give to particular items in a table may be subject to national
and international political considerations, which tend to change[9].
All financial features of the use of wind energy for electricity generation have to be
considered in comparison with other options, in particular the price of oil.
Comparative costing is published from time to time but there is no on going
agreement as to the findings. This is to be expected because the perspective is
influenced bypersonalas wellas businessand political considerations.
Table 5 Advantages and Disadvantages of Wind Powered Electricity
Generation
Advantages Disadvantages
• Prime fuel is free. • Risk of bladed failure (total
destruction ofthe installation).
Infinitely renewable. • Suitable small generators not readily
available.
Non-polluting. * Unsuitable for urban areas.
In UK the seasonal variation matches • Cost of storage battery or mains
electricity demand. converter system.
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Big generators can be located on • Acoustic noise of gearbox and rotor
remote sites. blades.
Saves conventional fuels. • Height construction costs of the
supporting tower and access roads.
Saves the building of (otherwise • Electromagnetic interference if metal
necessary)conventional generation. rotor used.
Diversity in the methods ofelectricity • Lack ofan objective assessment,
generation.
2.10 Wind Energy Conversion Design
During designing stage, there was several type ofwind-catchment area that was taken
into consideration. However, after considering the resistance and the desire objective
to be achieved, 'sun-heater' would be a perfect match. The theory of difference in
temperature is the vital rule, so that a wind flow can maintain at 5m/s. The electrical
power generated at the end is no longer depends on the inconsistent daily wind






The difference in temperature of the wind outside the catchment area with the inside,
resulting in high pressure air. This condition will produce much better wind flow,
swifter than the outside wind.
Thesecond part is the TeslaTurbine attached at the top of the chimney. The chimney
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beingdesignas a cone, to enhancedthe speedof the air beforeenteringthe turbine.
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CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY AND PROJECT WORK
A systematic approach has been adaptedto find the information and sources. Below
are the components ofmethodology being used to study the systems of wind turbine
for the project work.
Starting from first week until second week of the semester, a title selection process
has been done. When the titlehad been allocated, a literature survey on the topicwas
made. In this case, it is about the renewable energy specifying on the wind energy
systems. After all the information was gathered, work on mathematical model was
started. Parallel with mathematical modeling, designing step ware also carried out.
In the second semester of this project, the calculations and designwas finalized. After
the completion of entire designing task, the next step was to perform card-board
modeling. Thena prototype model to be built.
Throughout the research project, several methods were carried out to complete the
















Figure 7 Process flowchart
3.1 Literature Review
Literature review contributes the most part in the project. References of the theory,
principles and calculations of the Tesla Turbine were obtained from the books,
journals and web pages. Besides general information on the existing wind turbines,
their efficiency and performance were compared and analyzed. By doing this, current
technology was probed, some of which are implemented in the project. This as the
platformfor solvingthe problems relatedto the of wind turbine.
3.2 Mathematical Modeling
Actually, a lot of literature review has been done especially to find the appropriate
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equations to calculate the needed parameters. Besides, some derivation of formulae
also has been done in order to obtain the required parameters. Finally, a systematic
approach has been a big help to obtain the final specific electrical power to be
produced by the Tesla Turbine. Some of the required parameters are:
• Determine the torque, x
• Determine the angularvelocity, co
• Determine the system's efficiency, n
In order to arrive at a more reliable and accurate formulation, it is necessary to
consider the fluid property of the air and hence the densityprior to the ready kinetic
energy formulation. For this purpose, it is necessary to start the derivations through
the following basic physical steps.
First of all, the total force F on the turbine area A due to a wind blow for time
duration, T with wind speed, V must be considered. The basic definition of force in
physics is givenby Newton's secondlaw as
F = m dVldt
substitution of m = pAVT into this last expression gives
F=pATV dVidt
On the otherhand, the energy (or work) is defined physically as the product of force
and distance, say small distance, dL, as
dE^F dL = paTV dVdLIdt
where the ratio, dLldt is equal to the physical definition of velocity, and hence, this
expression becomes succinctiy
dE^pAW1 dV
Finally, the total energy canbe obtained after the integration of both sides according
to
E = (l/3)pATV3




The design has been divided into two parts. The first part is solar chimney. And the
secondpart is the Tesla Turbine. Both elements are dependant on each other.
The overall designfor the Tesla Turbineis the standard layout. The disks and spacers
are held together by the two end plates. The end plates are wider versions of the
spacers. Theinside diameter oftheseendplateshas to fit on the shaftrunning through
them. The air inlet will taped on the chamber. The technical drawingfor construction
ofTesla Turbine is attached in Appendix D.
S?fcM*fc ii/Si*4'* > fcr*L_* &
»1
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Figure 8 The assembly of Tesla Turbine
3.4 Card-board Modeling
A small-scale model has been madeto get the rightparametersbefore comingup with
the prototype. The model is made up of material, such as cardboard, transparent








At first, steel sheet with 0.5 mm thickness been used for the disks and spacers. These
steel sheet been machined down to get eleven disks with 70 mm in diameter and ten
spacers. But the outcome did not what as expected. The surface of the disks is uneven




Figure 10 Metal steel disk
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Besides having the centerhole for shaftandwashers for spacers, the CDs beendrilled
to get 12holes, for the purposeofair ventilation. Thoseholes are in two sizes, 10 mm
and 4 mm in diameter.
Figure 11 Disk made from CD
The spacers used between the disks have thickness of 2.0 mm. This increased the
distance and lead to laminar flow.
Figure 12 Spacer
With the turbine disks and spacers complete, a shaft was turned from aluminium solid
block. Aluminium has been chosen because it easier to machine compared to metal
steel that has been used before. The outcome is smoother, put side by side with the
shaft made from metal steel. The inside diameterof both the disks and spacers is 15
mm which made the diameter of the shaft 14 mm. The whole length is 120 mm, fit
with the width of the chamber. Two set of screws been made from aluminium block
30




There are eleven disks and ten spacersheld togetherby the two screws. The CDs are
hardto keep clean so gloves are essential whenassembling the rotor. There should be
a fair amount of pressure between the disks and screw, or the disks will rotate about
the shaft instead ofwith it.
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Figure 15 Rotor assembly
The main chamber is a wood block machined down to 180 mm x 180 mm x 92 mm.
The squareblockwas drilled, filed and then bored out to get the hole. The final cutout
is 5.0 mm larger than the disks. The air inlet is taped for a 20 mm pipe threadand all
other holes are taped for 14 mm socket head cap screws. The side panels are 3.0 mm
thick prospect and have 14 mm holes for alignment to the main chamber.
1-*
1 r >\ ?
t r*!i\
Figure 16 Main chamber
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3.5.1 Toolrequired
Tools and materials listed bellows are for the construction ofTesla Turbine. They are:
• CDs (120mm diameter)
• Aluminium solid (304 mm length, 19mm diameter)
• Wood block(228.6 mmx 50.8mm)
• Bearing
• Drilling machine
• Medium duty lathe machine




The best operating airpressure to test run the turbine was from 105 down to 80 PSI,
which was determined bytrial and error. Then by using theabove airpressure limits,
the first series of tests was to determine the optimum spacing for the rotor disks.





Manual calculation being performed as a guide. This is to ensure the error before
starting doing the modeling can be minimized. The manual calculation is based on
average atmospheric pressure at sea level at 15°C. All the parameters and relevant
data were taken from different information resources. The final design is discussed
below.
4.1.1 Steps ofcalculation
As what mentioned before, wind turbines are practical where the average wind speed
is greater than 5.5 m/s. Hence, the required minimum average of flow rate must
maintain more than 5.5 m/s. As in this project, experiment will be conducted with
smaller amount. The desired output power is calculate to be 10 kW.
1. The volume flow rate ofair is use as input for Tesla Turbine.
2. Theinputwindpower at Tesla Turbine is Pin =pressure xflow rate,
3. The poweroutputofTesla Turbine is Pmt = torque x angular velocity.
4. The maximum power ofelectric generator, coupled to turbine is
V 2p
max imum load
^ ,, ^^ . Pi pv,3A,xmsx.imum loadOverall _ Efficiency = -^~- £-*—• - =
4.1.2 Tesla Turbine: The design
TeslaTurbine is constructed whereall the disksand spacersare fitted on and keyed to
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a shaft at the ends and equipped with end plates. This construction permits free
expansion and contraction of each disk individually under the varying influence of
centrifugal force and possesses a number of other advantages which are of
considerable practical moment. A larger active disk area and consequentiy more
power are obtained for a given width, this improving efficiency. The rotor assembly
is better adapted for dynamic balancing and through rubbing friction resists disturbing
influences thereby ensuring quieter running. For this reason and also because the
disks are not rigidly joined it is safer against damage which might otherwise be
caused by vibration or excessive speed.
Tesla Turbine's advantages lie in the relatively low flow rate and small applications.
Maximum efficiency comes in this system when the inter-disk spacingapproximates
the thickness of the boundary layer, and since boundary layer thickness is dependent








Figure 17 The vertical-axis windturbine
4.1.3 Modeling
The card-board model has been run by blowing air into the turbine. To see whether
the cardboard disks are spinning the motion of rotor shaft was observed. However,
the speed of rotation was not as desired. The cause maybe was the material used,
which was cardboard which is considered too thick for the disk. It may also the due to
the way the disks were folded, as shown in Figure 8. In the real Tesla Turbine, the
disks holes on them, so that the incoming air can move the disk independently, as
shown in Figure 9.
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Figure 18 The card-board disks
Rod
Figure 19 The illustration of the disks
The warm air enters through the air entrance tube and goes directly into the turbine.
The flowing air spins the disks and generates the torque. The transforming process of
mechanical energy to electrical energy takes place in the generator. The faster the
speed of rotation of the disks, greater the power is produced. That is why the solar
tower has smaller diameter at the top, which enhance air speed.
4.1.4 Construction ofTesla Turbine
The overall design is a standard layout. For rotor assembly, there are eleven disks
held together by the two end plates. The inside diameter of the end plates has to fit on
the shaft. But they can not be neither too tall nor too wide, as they will block the
ventilation holes in the disks.
The greatest efficiency is achieved when the disks rotate at the speed of the air, but
maximum torque is realized when the disks rotate at just over 50% of the air speed.
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Other factors that affect efficiency and power are the same as those affecting aircraft
or any aerodynamically sensitive object: surfacefinish, geometry, etc.
Figure20 Prototype ofTesla Turbine
4.2 Discussion
To estimate the global potential for wind energy it is necessary to know the mean
wind speed over the earth's surface. This has been measured and the results are
published inthe form ofwind atiases for countries and regions, even for the earth asa
whole. Although these atlases often depend on interpolation of wind data obtained
from dispersed measuring stations, they can give a useful estimate of the available
wind resource for initial planning purposes.
In the practical application ofmechanical power based on the use ofair asthe vehicle
energy, Tesla Turbine has been demonstrated that, in order to attain the highest
economy, the changes in velocity and direction of movement of the air should be as
gradual as possible.
The purpose by adding up the wind-catchment area for wind flow isto maximize the
velocityof the air enteringthe part.
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The device accomplished this by harnessing the internal forces opposing molecular
separation and the shock of the fluid against the asperities of the solid substance.
(Asperities are surface deformities, which even the smoothest disk will have.) The
pump disks in the turbine are keyed to a single shaft.
The patent statesthat to reduceclogging, a soliddisk or disks (each in its own casing)
can be used. Also, the pump can be stagedfor increasedpressure, using the output of
one disk as the input to the next, in serieson one shaft. With rotational force applied
to the shaft, rotating the keyed disks, the air rotates as well and moves towards the
outer edge of the disks.
According to Tesla's own patent, the torque is directly proportional to the square of
the velocity of the fluid relatively to the runner and to the effective area of the disks
and, inversely, the distance separating them. The best way to begin figuring
horsepower and torque is through experimental process.
Tesla recorded approximately 110 hp for his 254 mm (247.65 mm disk diameter)
turbine using 25 disks at 175 pounds of steam pressure. Theoretical calculations for
boundary layer disks show an exponential increase of torque over horsepower. In
other words, as the horsepower doubles the torque quadruples.
Gas adhesion to the disk surfaces to be as great as possible- whichmeans the disks,
must be as highly polished as possible. Imperfections in the disk surface because
vortices in the gas flow, resulting in lose of adhesion and lower energy transfer
efficiencies. Since larger gaps allow turbulent regions to operate, the energy transfer
mechanism shifts from adhesion to turbulent parasitic drag. However if the spacing
between the disks become too small, an aperture closing effect causes the high
velocity gas to go aroundthe disk pack rather than throughit.
The fluid might complete one or more revolutions, or less than a revolution, before
reaching the outeredges of the disks, depending on the viscosity of the air, the speed
ofrotation, the width between the disks, and other factors.
In general, the spacing of the disks should be such that the entire mass of the air,
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before leaving the runner (the disks), is accelerated to a nearly uniform velocity, not
much below the periphery of the disks under normal working conditions and almost




As a conclusion, most of the objectives mentioned before have been achieved, which
is to design a practical and highly efficient vertical turbine that less dependent on air
flow rate for windpower farming. However the construction part canbe improved by
build few more Tesla Turbine with different parameter to observe the outcome. By
trial and error, hopefully the best Tesla Turbine with higher efficiency can be
manufacture.
Themainproblem encountered during thisprojectis difficulty to get materials for the
construction of Tesla Turbine. Since the construction is based on trial and error
method, the need of enough reserve of CDs and aluminium solid is very necessary.
Hence several prototypes can be made to observe the changes. Solid results can be
conclude..
The Tesla Turbine does not use friction in the conventional sense; it precisely avoids
it, andusesadhesion andviscosity instead. It utihzesthe boundary layereffects on the
disk blades. This is an importantpoint ofthis invention.
In short, so far most of the objectives listed before have been achieved. However,
seems the construction of the prototype is still in progress, I hopingthat the results is
aswhat I expected. Which arewhen the speed of air flow is increased, the torque will
alsoincrease. Otherwayto maximize the torque is by decreasing the spacing between
each disk and increase the number of disk used.
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Unit Abbreviations





10 ''-•= ;:i \..w:q •=-• 1/1 000,000,000,000
10 -?> vt nmo =••- I/'i 000,000,000
t 0 -! = 'jj nik:ro = 1/1000,000
10-^.m milii = 1/1Q00
10'=!: ki\o •--* 1,000 =•= thousands
10'* *4 mega ^ 1.000,000 ™millaws
10^-C yu-ja = 1.000,000.000
1 0 «« T cerii - 1,000.000,000.000
10 «*= f peta -^ 1.tiOOiOOO.OOO.OCiO.OOO
toe - tonnes of oil squivadant
Me- Heir? -Icyetas per second
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Wind Speeds
1 m/s «• 3.G km/h ™2,2:37 snph •* 1,344 pAitots
) knur •*• 1 nautical mile per hoi,U" •« Ch!iil44 m/s. •« 3.-PiS,"? l:mA •- U25 snph
Wind Speed Scale




0.0-0.4 0.0-0,0 0 Cain;
0.4-1 .a 0.9-3.5 1
'1,6-3,6 3.5-/.0 •i Light:
3.6-5.S 7-11 :>
5.8-8.5 11-1 7 4 Moderate
8.5*11 17-2? 5 Fresh












>S4 >65 12 Hurricane
Roughness Classes and Roughness Lengths
The rouyhisess class is defined in t he European Wind Atlas on the basis of the roughness length in meire^ 7 ., I.e.
the height above gmutuf level whsws The wind s^d is theoretically aero. Irt 1:. ihtj nsbiiraS logarithmfunction.
if (lesMjirh <•--- 0.O3)
ekss; ^ ! .699I?!,?;S01 S 4- Nle-ngtW/fsiO 50)
if (length > 0.03)
class - 3.51 2489289 -i- Jnilength)/!n{3.3333333)








0 Q.0002; !{>(} Water surfaofi







in airports, mowisd 9rasfa« etc.
Open agricultural ar<aa '.yith-ciiiT mnozi, and hedgerow1; aed vsi-y
scattered buildings. Only softly rounded hill;;
Apiaiimrali (and with some houses ^ni.l $ m$!.K' tali shs^ermg
hedgerows with a tiiMano? oi appro;. i3M) rruHres
Agdadtiurai land with aonus houses and % mefcrs;: tiill sheSterliiKj
hed-gen:^, with a di^ancs of appro"*. 500 metres
Agricultural land with iriia.ny nouses, shrub;; -nid plants, or 8 mech; tali
shewing hnidgerows with a distance of sppnjx. 2S0 metres
Villagfls, small town;;, acjrkuluiral land with man-/ or tail shaken jsg
hsdy^-oviis, forests ami vary wngh and uns^i-n terrain
3.5 O.S 1 £jj Larger -cities with tall buihiinfjs
4 1,6 13 Viiisf-y hugs cities with tail buildings find sikycrapers
Definitions according to the European Wind Atlas. WAsP. I'or- praalKii •"xamu'&s, see the Guided Tom
•section o;s Wind Spgtjd Calculation.
Density of Air at Standard Atmospheric Pressure
Dans-ity, i.e.
Temperature h'lax. iwrter

















1369 0. 00 ?
134/ (J.CI03
1,225 3 0313
1,204 0,0 i ;•'




40 =CM 1,12? 0.051
3 The ditnsstv of dr/ aisr at standard aurajspherk presKisria at sea if?v*sl a(:
] 5' C \% used as <* standard hi the wind industry.
Viscosity of Atmospheric Air
TemperatuL-4 u 20 }30 £3 1.50 L-5
' Celsius
50 1.95 £3 139&3
Note: £ 3 ineaiu exuwrrential notanion, i.e. ihe number shn^ld be
jii(jlhplkjclbv0.00001
Power of the Wind **)
rn/5 W/m •= rn/!i W/m"
S 3t3.6 16 2508.0
3 416.5 J"/ 301193
'SO &123 " '5 S J3572.1
SI 815,2 19 4201.1
K? 105S.4 20 4900,0
-> 753 13 13437 .3 5073.4
6 1323 M 16S0.7 22 65213
; iflO-1 15 20673 ,^ 7452.3
•"") !,;cir airdensity of 1,2s5 kg/m 's ecfrrespondioci Hi dry airat standard atmospheric
pressure at sea level &t 1&' C,
Thefbrmuiaforiche povwi per m3s Watts *.= 0.5 r" 1323 "' vs, where y is the wi?td
speed in rn/s.
Warning:
Although die p.r>wer of tfe windat a wind i;peed of e.g. ? n\,3 is 210 W/m -, yon should note, thai:
itte iivfti-iig.* povrtr of th? wind at a bite with an av^MJfe wind spend of 7 in/:; Sypicaify is aljoui:
twite as large. To understand this, you should read ths pages, In the Guided Tour ix-ciinmng with
?he Welbull Dustribution ami ending with iIie Power Density Function.






Standard Wind Class Definitions (Used in the U.S.)
Class 'ii} m ihel-raht 50 rim hekjfct
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53-5.9 1G0340 5.63.4 200-300
si3>-63 240-320 6.4-7.0 300-400
6.5-7.0 330-400 7,0-7.5 400-500
7.0-:?.4 400-4*} 7.5-S3 500-600
34-83 480-640 a.0-8.8 600-300
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